HAVERFORD COLLEGE
Peace and Global Citizenship
Summer 2017 Interns

U.S.-Based Interns:
Self-Designed Internships

Karen Aubourg '18
*English; Education and Educational Studies*
Teaching Fellow
Generation Teach
Boston, MA

Christopher Bechen '18
*Growth and Structure of Cities; Fine Arts*
Archival Intern
Media Mobilizing Project
Philadelphia, PA

Grace Brosnan '20
*Undecided; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights*
Utilities Justice in Highland Park
Soulardarity
Highland Park, MI

Abigail Cox '18
*English; Spanish*
Archival Intern
Woody Guthrie Center
Tulsa, OK

Lilian Domenick '19
*Spanish; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights*
Patient Education Volunteer
Community Volunteers in Medicine
West Chester, PA

Amanda Friedman '18
*Sociology*
Social Change through Transformative Education
The Inside-Out Center
Philadelphia, PA

Alondra Gomez '18
*Psychology; Education and Educational Studies*
Teaching Fellow
Breakthrough Kent Denver
Englewood, CO

**Amanda Grolig '19**
*Undecided*
Mediations Intern
Good Shepherd Mediation Program
Philadelphia, PA

**Shu Min He '19**
*Anthropology*
Chinese Youth Organizing Project Intern
Asian Americans United
Philadelphia, PA

**Han Mahle '19**
*Political Science; Chemistry*
A Legal Approach to Community Health in West Philadelphia
Philadelphia Legal Assistance
Philadelphia, PA

**Vanessa Morales '19**
*Anthropology; Latin American, Iberian and Latina/o Studies*
Exploring Migration, Citizenship, and Resiliency through Immigration Law
Sweet & Paciorek, LLC
Philadelphia, PA

**Nhi Nguyen '18**
*Anthropology*
Community Engagement in a Museum Context
Smithsonian’s Anacostia Community Museum
Washington, DC

**Maria Padron '19**
*Psychology*
Decolonization & Restorative Justice Education Intern
Maine-Wabanaki REACH
Bangor, ME

**Chelsea Richardson '18**
*Political Science; Sociology*
Confronting Axes of Oppression in Capital Punishment
Virginia Indigent Defense Commission, Capital Defender Office for Northern
Virginia
Dylan Silverman '18  
*Psychology; Neuroscience*  
Intern to the Health Commissioner of Philadelphia  
Philadelphia Department of Health  
Philadelphia, PA

TJ von Oehsen '18  
*Sociology; Education and Educational Studies*  
Co-Coordinator of Community Outreach and Circus Arts Instructor  
Trenton Circus Squad  
Camden, NJ

On-Going U.S.-Based Partnership Internships

*Joint Asian Arts Initiative Internship with the Hurford Center for the Arts and Humanities:*  
Alexandra Lin '19  
*Comparative Literature; Anthropology; Gender and Sexuality Studies*  
Philadelphia, PA

*Food Moxie:*  
Hope Ebert '19  
*Biology; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights*  
Philadelphia, PA

*Haverfarm:*  
Malin Ehrsam '18  
*Spanish; Environmental Studies; Latin American, Iberian and Latina/o Studies*  
Haverford, PA

*High Rocks Academy:*  
Becca Richie '20  
*Undecided*  
Hillsboro, WV

Claudia Rivera '18  
*Psychology*  
Hillsboro, WV

*Philadelphia Futures:*  
Mercedes Davis '20  
*Undecided; Education and Educational Studies*  
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia Public School Notebook:
Ariel Censor '20
Political Science; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights
Philadelphia, PA

Voice of Witness:
Mary Kearney-Brown '19
English; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights
San Francisco, CA

Phillip Reid '19
English; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights
San Francisco, CA

International Interns:
Self-Designed Internships

Courtney Ahmed '18
Philosophy; Chemistry
Map Your World: Monitoring and Evaluation Research Volunteer
Prayasam
Kolkata, India

Alex Belfi '18
Biology; Anthropology
Healthcare Non-Profit Volunteer
Child Family Health International
Quito, Ecuador

Hannah Chinn BMC '19
Sociology
Engaging Cultures, Engaging Communities: Coordinating Sustainability and Social Justice
La Mariposa Spanish School & Eco-Hotel (Asociación Tierra)
San Juan de La Concepción, Nicaragua

Jake Ephron '19
Undecided; Environmental Studies; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights
Investigation into Agroforestry and Sustainable Farming in Tropical Environments
Maya Mountain Research Farm
Punta Gorda, Belize
Kathryn Goldberg BMC '18
*Linguistics*
Documentation of Zapotec Language Tone and its Implementation in Music
Dr. Brook Lillehaugen
Oaxaca, México

Nava Kidon '18
*Political Science; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights*
Increasing Accessibility of the Irish Environmental Justice Movement and Debunking Activist Elitism
VOICE Ireland
Dublin, Ireland

Katya Konradova '19
*Comparative Literature*
Censorship Detected: Providing Voice to Young Democracies in South East Europe
South East Europe Media Organization
Vienna, Austria

Tristan Pepin '18
*Linguistics*
Oaxaca Field Study
Dr. Brook Lillehaugen
Oaxaca, México

Mindy Reutter '18
*Linguistics*
Supporting Language Activists in the Documentation of Zapotec in Modern and Historic Forms
Dr. Brook Lillehaugen
Oaxaca, Mexico

Rafael Rodriguez '20
*Computer Science; Economics*
Leadership Mentor and Digital Design Coordinator
RECLAIM Lead
Manchester, UK

Joseph Spir '20
*Anthropology; Spanish; Latin American, Iberian and Latina/o Studies*
Hidden Voices of the Sacred Valley: Empowerment of Rural Peruvian Communities
Awamaki
Ollantaytambo, Peru
Zahabya Mama BMC '17  
*Russian Studies and Political Science*
Corruption, Democracy Building and Human Rights  
Transparency International  
Vilnius, Lithuania

**On-Going International Partnership Programs**

*Amity Foundation - Nanjing, China:*
**Jessie Chen BMC '20**  
*Undecided*  
Nanjing, China

**Jimmy Wu '19**  
*Physics*  
Nanjing, China

*Casa de los Amigos - Mexico City, Mexico:*
**Christina Butcher BMC '19**  
*Spanish; Chinese*  
Mexico City, Mexico

**Lev Greenstein '20**  
*Political Science; Spanish; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights*  
Mexico City, Mexico

**Jhoneyday Javier '19**  
*Comparative Literature; Spanish*  
Mexico City, Mexico

**Evan Klasky '19**  
*Political Science; Spanish; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights*  
Mexico City, Mexico

**Daniel Mayo '19**  
*Anthropology; Health Studies*  
Mexico City, Mexico

**Maria Minaya BMC '18**  
*Mathematics; Education and Educational Studies*  
Mexico City, Mexico

**Tania Ortega '19**  
*Anthropology; Latin American, Iberian and Latina/o Studies*  
Mexico City, Mexico
Lena Yeakey '19  
*Comparative Literature; Spanish; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights*  
Mexico City

*Lagim Tehi Tume Fellowship – Ghana:*

Carol Lee Diallo '19  
*Sociology; Spanish*  
Dalun, Ghana

Sabea Evans '18  
*Linguistics; Religion*  
Dalun, Ghana

Adilene Lorenzo '20  
*Psychology; Education and Educational Studies*  
Dalun, Ghana

Maurice Rippel '19  
*English; Education and Educational Studies; Creative Writing*  
Dalun, Ghana

*Morocco Partnership - Cherry Buttons Cooperative:*

Rebecca Bull BMC '20  
*Undecided*  
Sefrou, Morocco

Kirsten Mullin '19  
*Political Science; Economics*  
Sefrou, Morocco

*Nicaragua Partnership – ProNica:*

Karen Mondaca '18  
*Sociology*  
Rio Blanco

Cecilia White BMC '20  
*International Studies; Spanish*  
Managua

*Arts in Action Internship - Berlin, Germany:*

Isabella Gross '19  
*Growth and Structure of Cities; Environmental Studies*  
Freunde des Mauerparks  
Berlin, Germany